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NOTE! 
 
This is version 1 and is 80% done but super good enough to start sharing. 
If you want to contribute, help us edit, or give us more photos to make this 

better please hit me up at skylining@live.com or PM at 
www.facebook.com/Ryan.Jenks.35  
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Disclaimer! 
 

Tricklining is an inherently dangerous sport and people have died or           
been seriously injured while participating in it. Reading this book does not            
magically guarantee that you will not be injured or die. Rather, this course             
is a culmination of “best practices” done globally in our trickline community.            
A lot of techniques and technology are pioneered specifically for our niche            
sport and are built on logical assumptions and simulated testing, BUT it is             
NOT 100% safe. This book is about rigging a temporary 2 inch wide             
trampoline and catapulting yourself through the air, for crying out loud!           
Things will fail and things can fail lower than we previously thought. We             
build in safety factors and redundancy to reduce the risk but there is still              
risk.  

If you don’t feel it is safe in general or safe for you and your body                
type, or safe for your location, THEN DON’T DO IT. We promote safety and              
best practices but there is a risk in trying the things we show you at               
HowNOTtoHighline. If you proceed with taking this course, then you          
understand it is at your own risk and How NOT to LLC, the parent              
company, is not responsible for any injury or death that may occur. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Course Design 

This is an open source project. Many different trickliners ideas are presented in             
this course and are intended to be the collective knowledge we have as a sport.               
The YouTube channel HowNOTtoHighline is a vlog of projects we are doing,            
things we are learning and whatever seems interesting at the time. You could be              
watching a video that we just put out or a video that is 3 years old which could be                   
mostly irrelevant. This course will be updated anually with the latest and greatest             
trickline information so you can learn A to Z how to do the things we spent years                 
trying to figure out. We link to every relevant episode on HowNOTtoHighline and             
other resources where relevant. We aim to have everything on the internet,            
about this topic, organized in this textbook. 
 

Honor System 

IT’S FREE… sort of.... not free to make. It is more important that people have               
access to the right information to keep them safe than to demand $20. Some              
people live in places that can’t afford $20 (not talking about American van lifers)              
but have a right to this information so they can be as safe as possible. Many                
already know this information and it’s nice they too can see what the next              
generation is being taught and include their feedback. If you are new, and take              
this entire course, benefit from it and own more than 100m of webbing or have a                
job, please spot us $20 to keep us going. 

No, we don’t make money on Youtube. We just do this because we love it.               
Ads provide about $100-$200 per month (NOT per episode!) and we pay an             
editor about $75 to $150 per video to edit so we can devote more time to projects                 
like this. We will have very few affiliate links in this textbook (only things we               
believe in) which helps a little but most links are not affiliate links. With break               
tests, website fees, and occasionally hiring slackers to do tedious tasks, it costs             
about $10,000 a year to operate. The entire channel survives off of donations. If              
you benefit from our episodes, the Bolting Bible, or these other ebooks, please             
become a monthly Patron, OR donate 1x on PayPal or Venmo. 

https://www.youtube.com/hownottohighline
https://www.patreon.com/howNOTtoHighline
https://www.paypal.me/slackcessfund
https://venmo.com/slackcessfund


Slackline Outfitters 
 
I love amazon as much as the next dirtbag, but it takes years to put safe hardware and 
webbing out to the market.  As this sport grows, more and more slackline knockoff 
companies will start popping up.  SUPPORT YOUR SLACK FAMILY!  The companies 
below are dedicated slackers providing a full range of products.  We include every slack 
company in this course.  No company can buy advertising space.  This is a collective 
project that unbiasedly teaches all gear and all ways. 
 

1. United states 
a. Balance Community https://www.balancecommunity.com 
b. Slackline Industries https://slacklineindustries.com/ 

2. Canada 
a. Slacklife BC https://www.slacklifebc.com 

3. Europe 
a. Slacktivity https://www.slacktivity.com/ 
b. Slack Inov slack-inov.com  
c. Aki Slacklines https://aki-slacklines.de/en 
d. Slack Mountain https://slack-mountain.com/en/ 
e. Raed Slacklines https://raed-slacklines.com/ 
f. EQB/Spider Slacklines 

https://spider-slacklines.com/ 
https://www.slackshop.cz/en/ 

g. Easy Slack/SlackFr www.slack.fr  
h. Gibbon https://www.gibbon-slacklines.com/en/ 

4. Russia 
a. Souz Slacklines https://souzslackline.com/ 

5. South-America 
a. Shaoline slackline www.shaoline-slackline.com.ar  (argentina) 
b. Bera Adventure (brasil) https://beraadventure.com.br/ (brazil) 

 
 

https://www.balancecommunity.com/collections/slackline-kits
https://slacklineindustries.com/
https://www.slacklifebc.com/product/slacklifebc-primitive-slackline-kit/
https://www.slacktivity.com/
https://slack-inov.com/gb/30-slackline-kits
https://aki-slacklines.de/en/sets/
https://slack-mountain.com/en/15-slackline-beginner-kit
https://raed-slacklines.com/slackline-sets-beginner/
https://spider-slacklines.com/
https://www.slackshop.cz/en/
http://www.slack.fr/
https://www.gibbon-slacklines.com/en/
https://souzslackline.com/
http://www.shaoline-slackline.com.ar/
https://beraadventure.com.br/


The Class of 

WHAT IS TRICKLINING? 
“Do a backflip!” 

 
 

Tricklining comes from two words “trick” and “line”. 
You probably heard about slacklining which I 
explain to people as walking on a line (webbing) 
that has some slack. Even though tricklining is a 
part of slacklining, tricklines are tight, there is not 
much slack involved at all. And what about the 
“trick” part? You guessed it right, we bounce and 
do tricks on a line. There is another form of 
slacklining that involves doing tricks as well. It is 
called highline freestyle. It is a beautiful sport 
where people do tricks on a high slackline called a highline. Okay, so what’s different about 
tricklining? One part we figured out is the line is tight, and the other difference is in the types of 
tricks you perform. A trickline shoots our body up into the air. Also, tricklines are two inches wide 
and have a specific length. Slacklining has so many styles that it can be confusing for 
beginners. Here is a video to explain some of the differences: What is slacklining? Different 
kinds of slackline setups explained. 
 
If your goal is to learn how to bounce on a very very tight slackline then you want to learn 
tricklining. And yes, everybody who passes by will yell, “Do a backflip!” Just get used to it! 
Maybe, actually learn how to do a backflip! 

 
Imagine a trampoline, what makes it bouncy? Its tension, 
right? If you stretch something really really tight 
eventually you can bounce on it, if that material doesn’t 
rip of course. So tricklines are essentially non stretchy 
(okay just a little bit stretchy) webbing that is tensioned 
very very tightly. It’s essentially a 2’’ trampoline! 
 
 
 

If you have a regular slackline and you tried bouncing on it, you probably noticed it didn’t work. 
So, how do we make it work? First let’s start with what’s NOT going to work! 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vF_KqRQxwWY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vF_KqRQxwWY
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WHAT NOT TO BUY 
“Too small isn’t fun for anyone” 

 
 
It is unfortunate that there is gear out there that doesn’t work.  Tricklines can get confused with 
slacklines that are rigged with ratchets.  Ratchets make it easier to set up 50 foot slacklines than 
if you were to buy pulleys and weblocks but a basic slackline is quite a bit different than a 2” 
trampoline that is 80 feet long and 1 ton of tension. So here are some buying tips... 

Small Ratchets 
A trickline needs a lot of tension to 
become bouncy and you can’t reach 
that tension with little ratchets. Even 
some trickline sets have really small 
ratchets that are essentially useless in 
the context of what you’re trying to do. 
They all hold 2” and are basically super 

strong enough, but their handles are too short to get 
the leverage you need in order to get high tensions. 
This picture on the right is a handmade handle in 
Brazil.  It goes on top of a regular ratchet to add 
additional force, and it works! There are also mega 
ratchets and alpha ratchets with long foldable or 
connectable handles that I will talk about later. 
 
 

Wrong size or wrong kind of slings 
 
This will depend on where you are tricklining.  If you have super long slings it can be awkward to 
rig on skinny 12” poles (poles designed for tricklines! Don’t use street light or signs or basket 
ball court poles).  BUT it is even worse if your sling is too small and you are setting up on big 
trees, those slings will be useless. There is no reason to have anaconda thick spanset slings 
because if you doubled it up to shorten it, then it may not fit in your shackle.  BUT it is even 



worse if you try to use a rope with the forces that will 
be applied to that anchor.  We recommend purple 
slings though blue or green is usable too, just more 
weight and money for no reason other than to make 
you feel better.  If you rig regularly at OMB, there are 
special trickline poles that 3 ft long purple slings are 
perfect for but 10 foot long gives you more versatility if 
using trees.  If you need to shorten your spanset an 
easy way is fold it in half then wrap it around or use 
THIS METHOD. 
 

Weak backup rope 
 
A backup isn’t there just to make you feel better! S 
If your anchor fails, you don’t want heavy stuff to 
fly at you.  People have died and been seriously 
injured this way! You need a backup that will 
actually hold when you need it to. You can use 
old webbing if it’s still in good shape, or the end of 
the trickline you are jumping on if it’s long 
enough. Watch this VIDEO of use using different 
backups and testing them in the park by cutting 
anchors! 
 

“One Inch Stuff” 
 
No, you can’t “just make your slackline 
tighter” and call it a trickline.  You will 
also not use any of the rings, 
hangovers, carabiners (except maybe 
one), leashes, or any other slackline 
thingies that we call  “one inch stuff”. 
Welcome to the dark side of slacklining. 
 

https://youtu.be/0LMndekqu_g
https://youtu.be/VyETMieOsiQ
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What TO Buy  
Two inches of happiness is NOT what she said 

 

Trickline webbing 
We need trickline webbing, a special webbing with 
a low stretch and high breaking strength. Ironically 
low stretch means bigger bounce.  If you had a 
high stretch or nylon webbing, then you couldn’t 
get it tight enough in ratchets before filling up the 
ratchet.  As far as strength goes, most of trickline 
webbing is “3 ton webbing” and we tested several 
different tricklines in this VIDEO to compare to compare them and they broke around 25-27KN 
or 5600LBF to 6000LBF or you guessed it…. 3 tons!  Don’t be afraid to try different types of 
webbing because they all feel a bit different.  

 
As a beginner, you can choose pretty much any 
trickline line specific webbing, but two qualities 
to avoid are very thin webbing, (it doesn’t feel 
great) or a line with sharp edges (they scrape 
more). Gibbon lines, or Boss line and Steeze 
line made by Slackline Industries are 
recommended. I tried AWA webbing by 
Slack-mountain (France) and it feels good too.  
 

Not all webbings are the same length. This is a 
MUST WATCH VIDEO with tricklines laid out 
compared to each other! Andy Lewis webbing 
feels soft, which is nice for beginners, but it comes 
out as the shortest of all “100 foot” tricklines and 
that might be a limitation later on. You can always 
rig shorter lines with long webbing, but you can’t 
rig big lines with short webbing!  PRO TIP, if the 
line folds when you bounce on it, set it up with the 
print facing down and it will fold much less. 

 
If you are just starting out, 2’’ tubular webbing might be worth a try. It 
feels softer than most tricklines, but it is also less bouncy.  

https://youtu.be/EQ78XpZeXFA
https://youtu.be/Y7mQ5xSr7Zw


Tension - Pulley System 
We will also need a tensioning system. There 
are two main choices: ratchets or a pulley 
system. A good pulley system is the best but 
like everything that is better, it costs more 
money.  Since it also requires more knowledge, 
most beginners start with a good set of 

ratchets. Don’t 
forget weblocks if 
you are using a 
pulley system! 
This VIDEO is how to set up your pulleys and this VIDEO is how 
to set up your trickline in the park with them. See us compare 
pulleys for longlines in this EPISODE but keep in mind the super 
lightweight ones are not suitable for tricklines.  

 
A main benefit to pulleys is it doesn’t damage the webbing since you are using weblocks and 
not ratchets. You can also get to higher tension, thus you are able to get even longer tricklines 
tight enough for a good session. Longer meaning over 80 feet to 110foot tricklines would require 
something around 11-14KN of resting tension (without you bouncing on it). Let’s see what you’d 
need to build a good pulley system: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

https://youtu.be/y5q4G6h5bGI
https://youtu.be/Ir40QIOTahI
https://youtu.be/c5ZZg4NG3dM


 
● Two Double SMC 3’ pulley $135 x 2 = $270 

The bigger pulley you use the easier it is to tension the trickline. 
SMC pulleys can be found at https://amzn.to/3hHk730   

 
● One small single pulley for a multiplier (this 

makes tensioning even easier). A 3” single pulley 
actually can help a lot here too but a 2” CAMP pulley is 
$30.  

 
● 2 weblocks $60 x 2 + shipping to the US around $40 = $160 

 
● 3 shackles that fit into line locks and pulleys. $12 x 3 = $36 

You can watch my video (link above) to see what kind of shackles you will need  
 

● 1 quick link 8mm or 10mm oval stainless steel $12 
 

● 1 twisted shackle that fits into an Eddy and a pulley $34 (sometimes you can find these 
way cheaper) 
 

● 1 Eddy Belay Device $100 
 

● 60ft 11mm static rope $60 
 

● 1 petzl tibloc ascender $30 
 

● 1 steel carabiner $12 
So the total would be close to $800 including shipping. That does NOT include webbing 
which you can get at around $40. It’s pretty expensive for a first setup but if you are 
serious about the sport and you want to invest in your gear that would be the best thing 
to do. Also make sure you have two extra people with you to help you tension the pulley 
system.  

Tension Ratchet System 
(Full Episode HERE)  
 
Let’s look how much ratchets would cost in 
comparison: 
 
I normally recommend Boss Line Kit to beginners. It 
costs less ($249) and is less bulky and simpler than pulleys,  but it needs a couple of 
adjustments. 

https://amzn.to/3hHk730
https://www.rei.com/product/896112/camp-usa-tethys-pro-small-mobile-pulley?CAWELAID=120217890001568669&CAGPSPN=pla&CAAGID=97162232621&CATCI=pla-295321584220&cm_mmc=PLA_Google%7c21700000001700551_8961120001%7c92700053252707025%7cTOF%7c71700000066293121&gclid=CjwKCAjwq_D7BRADEiwAVMDdHhXKXUafRFGB0wiS0KYJ54ffF34gD30q0YvEK8bVOVy_L9DCtGCdVxoCaKkQAvD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds
http://www.eqb.cz/paddle-en.html
https://youtu.be/esv5wi09FPM
https://slacklineindustries.com/products/boss-line-kit


 
First of all please upgrade to Alpha ratchets. 
These are the best because of the long 
handle. You can easily tension a trickline by 
yourself with another person helping you to 
adjust the line inside the ratchet. . It takes 
much longer to set up a line with ratchets and 
you won’t be able to tension a trickline longer 
than 80 feet with ratchets.  

 
You should know that sometimes they have a 
problem with the returning mechanism that 
rotates the main part of the ratchet. It 
happens because it gets stuck and the spring can’t return it to the position it needs to be at. You 
can return it and ask the company to replace the ratchet if it doesn’t work. 

 
Second upgrade, get good backup ropes instead of the ones that come in the kit. We tested 
these backups and they don’t hold. Backups are getting anything from 10-16KN of tension 
during an anchor failure, so make sure you either use webbing that is in good shape or a strong 
enough rope.  

 
Third, the soft release that is included sometimes 
doesn’t let the ratchet close under a lot of tension 
which is very important! So I suggest replacing it 
with a soft release that has an extension like this 
one made by Gibbon. That way the bulkiness of the 
soft release doesn’t interfere with the ratchet 
closing. A soft release like that costs around $40.  
 
So the total for the ratchets system including 
webbing is around $300.  

 
Lastly, a good beginner line for feet to feet jumps is a jib line. It is like a 
baby trickline in terms of size and price (it’s about $100). You set it up 
around knee height and do feet to feet jumps, turns and maybe a 
backflip. In addition to beginner use it can also be used for a style of 
tricks that is now referred to as “jiblining”. Look it up on instagram. 
Every Friday Gibbon posts some jiblining videos. 
If you don’t want to shell out the cost of a brand new kit, you can also 
check out Slackchat Used Gear Listings group on Facebook. 
 
As mentioned earlier, very small ratchets are no go, but what is a good size? Mega ratchets 
from Gibbon have a foldable handle and they work well. Alpha ratchets from Slackline Industries 

https://www.gibbon-slacklines.com/en/products/equipment/slowrelease/
https://www.gibbon-slacklines.com/en/products/equipment/slowrelease/
https://www.gibbon-slacklines.com/en/products/slackline-sets/jibline-treewear-2019/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CCLBRIDqTNc/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/SCUGL/
https://amzn.to/2SxD2Sz
https://slacklineindustries.com/products/alpha-ratchet-system


are even better because they have an even a bigger handle. I normally recommend a BOSS 
LINE set from Slackline Industries as a first setup, but I would recommend replacing the soft 
release (which I will talk about later on).  
 
Use the discount code HOWNOTTOHIGHLINE on GIBBON’S WEBSITE for 15% off! 
 
Ratchets don’t like sand. If you train at the beach, don’t throw them 
on the ground. To prevent that, use small ropes to keep slings in 
place when setting up or undoing the line. If sand does get into the 
ratchet, you can wash and dry it and then put just a little bit of 
machine oil in them.  
 

Good length, correct color slings 
 
Some trickline setups come with slings and typically they are 
super long so that they will work for bigger anchors as well as 
small. I trickline at a slackline park in Santa Monica and 3ft long 
slings are perfect for me. If you are planning to set up with trees 
then you need to make sure your sling can wrap around the tree 
and still have some extra length. You need extra length to have 
a good angle where the sling connects to the trickline. 

 
 
 
 
A wide angle would overload the sling so keep 
this angle less than 90 degrees. Slings are the 
strongest when used as a basket (see picture). 
Also make sure your slings are rated to a high 
enough capacity for tricklining. I normally use 
purple slings, which have a 1 ton “working load” 
and break around 7 tons.  
 
It is also a 

good idea to use tree protection when setting up with trees. 
It protects the tree from damage, and if people take care of 
an area, it can help slackliners keep access open to slack 
spots. 
 

https://slacklineindustries.com/products/boss-line-kit
https://slacklineindustries.com/products/boss-line-kit
https://www.gibbon.shop/


Soft release  
You will need to de-tension the system after you are 
done tricklining. Typically ratchets are released by 
opening the handle all the way, but since the trickline 
is under so much tension opening the handle in this 
way is unsafe. SEE WHY HERE You will need to softly 
release it, that is why you need a soft release 
(sometimes called a slow release). With a pulley 
system, you can release tension with a belay device 
built into your pulleys so you don’t need a separate soft release. Buy HERE with 15% discount 
code HOWNOTTOHIGHLINE. 
 

Solid backup ropes 
Regardless if you are using ratchets to 
tension or a pulley system, you want to put 
backups in your system. If your line is new, 
it should break, but you never know. While 
you are using your webbing with ratchets it 
gradually gets niks and little rips, and that is 
one of the reasons why a pulley system is 
nice as it keeps your webbing in better 
shape. At some point you want to retire your webbing.  If the webbing breaks, the metal flies 
towards the anchors, but if the anchors break the metal will fly towards you and seriously hurt 
you if not kill you.  

 
This EPISODE, we tested webbing in different 
conditions to see how the breaking strength goes 
down from new to lightly used to fully damaged. 
We were shocked how durable they were but an 
actual cut in the line rips it like a piece of paper. 
Since you can’t backup the webbing, it is good to 
know when to stop using it.  
 
What you CAN do is back up your ANCHORS, 

since you don’t want a piece of metal to fly at you. The backup ropes from Gibbon are small but 
super good enough, but a piece of webbing would work as well. Back up your stuff with big 
enough stuff! 
 

https://youtu.be/esv5wi09FPM?t=973
https://www.gibbon.shop/de/slowrelease-slow-release-schwarz-gibbon-slacklines-13343/
https://youtu.be/zJnPpUwfQwY


In this EPISODE we tested backups and the small one from 
Slackline Industries broke (see photo)! The tricklinline was 
tensioned at around 10KN and we got about the same peak 
tension on the dynamometer for the 
backup before it failed. Since tension on 
a trickline normally goes up to 16KN 
make sure your backup can handle that 

with a good safety ratio. We didn’t test these lines at 16kn but they 
would break at the bottom of your bounce when it hits the highest force, 
making your hardware fly even faster!  Back up your stuff with big 
enough stuff! 
 
We also discovered that a slightly looser backup had a slightly lesser 
peak tension compared to the tight backup. But don’t go overboard and 
have so much slack that the ratchet can still fly and hit someone! Rig 
you backup line like Goldilocks, not too tight, not too loose, just right. 

Gear List Overview 

● 2 Round slings (these PURPLE ones 
are great 

● Tree protection (if you are setting up 
with trees) 

● Ratchets and soft release 
or 
Pulley system and weblocks 

● Steel Shackles HERE or HERE 
● Back up ropes or webbing 
● TRICKLINE WEBBING! 

 
Besides this essential gear. Here are some things to think about. 
 
Where are you going to train? That is the hardest question for 
any trickliner. Do you have a couple of trees in your backyard 
or are you lucky enough to have a slackline park nearby? 
Either way, make sure your anchors (things you are 
connecting to) are strong enough. To put this into perspective 
a trickline once moved two 1Ton water tanks that were being 
used as anchors. Even this weight can’t handle a fully 
tensioned trickline!  Think about it… you are putting 1 Ton of 
pressure on the anchors. You need three tons of weight on 
each side to be able to effectively rig a trickline. 

https://youtu.be/VyETMieOsiQ
https://amzn.to/33zu1P6
https://amzn.to/3d275LG
https://slacklineindustries.com/collections/all-products/products/shackle
https://www.balancecommunity.com/collections/shackles/products/12mm-bow-shackle?variant=31303867760698


 
Here is a VIDEO about setting up for a performance in China with trusses and actually using 
three tons of weight on each side. 
 
If you are using a tree make sure it’s thick and healthy enough to be able to hold a trickline. If 
you can fully hug the tree, It might be too small! More about that in the safety section below. 
 

How High, How Long? 
For your very first time you can go around waist height and around 55 ft 
long. If you are super scared go shorter and lower. But for regular 
beginner training I would recommend chest high and 65-80 ft long. Pros 
go as long as 100 ft long and the trickline is above their head. Just 
remember you won’t get the bounce you need for many tricks if it is too 
short and too low to the ground.  

Level ground, level the line 
Do you have enough space around the line to train? You don’t want anything you don’t want to 
hit closer than 12 ft from the line. And what about the ground? Tricklining falls are very 
unpredictable and fast. You don’t want to fall on your head on concrete. It’s best to find a spot 
over sand or bring some pads/mattresses to put under the line. It is dangerous when you 
suddenly land and the ground is uneven. Same thing with the line. If one side is higher than the 
other when you turn or move along the line it doesn’t feel good.  
 

Slackline Pad 
Slackline pad is padding put on the line itself to 
make it softer. Olga used this to get started and 
many others have found it helpful. It is very useful in 
the very beginning since your butt will be getting 
used to bouncing on a hard trickline. Also, the edges 
of the line are sharp and a slackline pad will protect 
you from scratches. You can use pipe insulation, 
tree pro or even a blanket.  It’s not a specific slackline product you buy. 

 
 
Later on you can use it to learn certain tricks. Using it 
is awesome when learning new tricks especially when 
landing to chest or korean (see terminology). It can 
save you a lot of pain. There are different ways to 
make it. I explain more in this video. 

https://youtu.be/rXiTsh8UTzc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=coW0vcJmH4Q


Tree Protection 
Tree protection helps protect the bark of trees where the 
spanset rubs up and down on the sides.  This doesn’t really 
prevent the squeezing of the bark so if you are using a tree 
with soft bark, place sticks under the tree pro vertically with 
only pretention in the trickline (under 1kn) and that will 
disperse the force from creating a ring.  Take care of trees 
that are not yours!  
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CLOTHES 
It’s safer to wear protection! 

 
 
Tricklining is pretty brutal on your body. You are literally bouncing on a two 
inch slackline, which concentrates the impact to a very small part of your 
body, mostly your butt. I highly recommend wearing cycling shorts and long 

pants to protect your legs from scratches 
because the side of the line is pretty sharp. 
Jeans shorts with leggings protect legs and 
butt pretty well too. 
 
 
You would also benefit from 
wearing long pants because 
the line rubs behind your knee 
and scraps you in general. For 
some tricks I like to wear my 

protective jacket that has padding made out of a yoga mat 
(see the back of it in the photo). It makes slaps of the line 
more bearable. I left a gap in the middle of the spine for back 
bouncing so I can feel the line better. Here is a video of that 
protective jacket.  However most people get bone bruises on 
their backs from back bouncing, so you can use additional 
patches for parts of the spine that bruise from back 
bouncing. You can even use a small patch of adhesive foam 
on the inside of your t-shirt for that. It looks like this (below) 
and is adhesive on one side. 

 
 
 
 In terms of shoes, most people trickline in flat thin sole 
shoes like skateboarding sneakers, while others do it 
barefoot. I can’t trickline without shoes because the line 
rubs against the top of the foot and the shin where the skin 
is sensitive. Some people’s skin gets used to that wear and 

https://www.instagram.com/p/Bd_p0qujabJ/?igshid=s4p7fs3k7i88&fbclid=IwAR2jPVhVApf_4oZdL4g-Dtv_F9Zdkp7KzuYebzYl56SLeSlXxIFacYuDbhQ
https://www.instagram.com/p/Bd_p0qujabJ/?igshid=s4p7fs3k7i88&fbclid=IwAR2jPVhVApf_4oZdL4g-Dtv_F9Zdkp7KzuYebzYl56SLeSlXxIFacYuDbhQ


tear and eventually forms thicker skin that doesn’t get bothered by bouncing. I never got to that 
point.  
 
Other useful pieces of clothing would be a runner’s sleeve 
and a soft knee brace. You will notice that one arm gets 
beaten up more than the other. So some people put a sleeve 
on it. The same goes for your legs. If you like wearing shorts 
for tricklining then putting on a knee sleeve to protect behind 
the knee from rubbing against the line would feel better. You 
can also use a sock with cut out “toes” (so it becomes a 
sleeve). 
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EXPECTATIONS 

“Everything looks easy until you try it” 
 
Seeing somebody who is experienced on 
a trickline creates an impression that this 
stuff is easy. It is not. If you have an 
extensive background in gymnastics, 
martial arts, swimming, climbing, or 
honestly any sports background, it will be 
easier for you because you already have 
a body awareness, and an ability to fall 
safely (for some sports). With that said 
getting the initial bounce is still a pain in 
the butt... literally. If you are a complete 
beginner to sports like I was, progress will 
come much slower, but it will come. The 
secret is to train regularly. I have some 
insight about my training path here in this 
video. 
 
Many people learn how to walk a 
slackline first before they start bouncing 
but you can learn both at the same time. I would say it takes a few weeks of training to learn 
how to simply go from butt to feet without touching the ground with your foot (dabbing). Many 
gymnasts are able to do a lot of tricks on their first day but they have to create air by pushing 
their foot on the ground (dab) and they get slapped and scraped a lot. Tricklining is a very 
precise sport and it is hard to get that precision right away even if you are a good gymnast.  
 
 As with most sports, the younger you start tricklining the better.  Starting between the ages of 7 
and 14 is optimal, but if you missed that window just go ahead and start. I started at 32 and love 
every minute of it! 
 
Many people see tricklining for the first time and misunderstand the process of learning 
tricklining and have very high expectations, so let me use the analogy of skateboarding. In 
skateboarding you must first learn to ollie in order to do a kickflip, rail grind, and many other 
tricks. In slacklining this prerequisite also exists. Many of us don't consider these 
stepping-stones “tricks”, but they are in fact tricks. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vp93MBokiYU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vp93MBokiYU


 
The first tricks to learn would be: butt bounce, going to feet from butt, chest bounce,and korean 
(so you can feel comfortable landing that way). Most beginners start out bouncing on their butt 
and use one foot to touch the ground and stabilize.  When a foot touches the ground and helps 
you stay balanced, it is called “dabbing”. From there they learn to bounce up to their feet. Their 
first trick! Beginners 3struggle to drop from feet to butt because it is hard to gain control on your 
feet. But stick with it! 
 
The next step they usually turn to is butt to chest. This is an intimidating move to learn, but a 
very necessary one. Sometimes people first learn to go chest to butt rather than butt to chest, 
but this is ultimately a personal preference. You can also split this move into going to korean 
first before going to chest. It would look like butt, korean, chest, back to korean, butt. Whichever 
move you start with it doesn’t matter.  
 
It will take lots of time to start to feel like you are controlling the bounce: keep practicing! 
Bouncing cleanly (without dabbing - touching your foot to the line when you are at top of 
bounce) between butt, feet, and chest is the foundation of any other trick you might do;  the 
foundation of tricklining!! 
 
Learn the basics in this EPISODE.  After the first minute of being silly, the rest of the video has 
great tips on trickline basics!  

 

 

https://youtu.be/GEoz5leI_As
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SAFETY 
“Metal ratchet to the face? No thank you!” 

 
Tricklining has as many deaths or more than highlining!  It is like bouldering vs big walling in 
climbing.  More people get injured doing the stuff lower to the ground than way up high on El 
Capitan because boulder’s are pushing their body’s physical limits more.  The forces tricklines 
are at creates as much of a risk when there is gear failure as when gear fails in a highline. 
Back up your stuff with big enough stuff! 
 
Strong anchors 
Do not set up a trickline off of small trees (less than 30 cm in diameter), off of park/playground 
structures, light poles etc. IF you are questing the strength of your anchor THAT IS NOT A 
GOOD SIGN. 
 
Strong backups 
As I mentioned before you don’t want a giant piece of metal flying towards you at high speed. It 
is REALLY important to back up your ratchets, pulley system, and weblocks. If you are not 
100% sure about your anchor you can also back that up to another anchor point.  
 
Fall on Soft Stuff!  
You are going to be falling a lot in tricklining, and you want a relatively soft landing. Falling 
backwards to the other side of the line, being thrown down by a trickline to the ground, going to 
your feet and flying off the line, missing the line and falling butt first onto the ground… These are 
all common when learning to trickline. Do you want to do any of that over concrete? Of course 

not! Some people train over grass but I 
personally wouldn’t do it. They say it 
helps with their commitment for tricks 
they already know how to do, and that 
no commitment can be dangerous.  I’ll 
leave that one up to you to decide for 
yourself.  
If you are using mattresses or 
gymnastics pads then make sure there 
are no gaps between them and that 
they are the same height. It is so easy 
to roll your ankle if your foot gets into a 



gap. The best setup I saw was in Alisson Ferreira’s gym in Ribeirão das Neves, Brazil. They 
have sewn mattresses together and then covered them with a thick heavy duty canvas tarp 
normally used to cover truck loads. 
 
Clear Landing Zone  
Some people don’t understand how far you can be thrown from a trickline. The line shoots you 
especially far when you are learning tricks to feet. Another tricky moment is when you fall off to 
the other side of the line (bail) and people are standing there. A speaker, backpack, glasses or 
anything else laying around is potentially dangerous: clear up the area around the line! 
 
Ratchet Etiquette  
Ratchets are like crocodiles: you wouldn't put your fingers in their mouth, would you? Since 
tricklining is dealing with a lot of tension you need to be really careful with ratchets. Don’t put 
your head close to the ratchet that you are 
tensioning or detensioning. Don’t put your fingers 
into it. Don’t let anybody mess with any part of the 
line while you are cranking it.  
 
Technically you can quickly de-tension a trickline by 
opening the ratchet and moving the handle 180 
degrees. It creates a very loud noise like a gunshot, 
sometimes even sparks, and it is not good for your 
webbing either. It is better to use a soft release 
(sometimes called slow release) described in the 
Preparation section. You can also see how to use a 
soft release in this video:  
 
 
Don’t set up the line too high too soon.  
 When you are first starting out you will be grabbing the line a bunch when you are falling. That 
is not always a good thing. Later on you will learn when to grab and when not to. It is easy to 
damage your shoulder if you grab the line that is too high. Some people prefer to set the line 
higher so when they fall backwards they don’t hit their head on the ground. This isn’t always 
necessary, and people normally are more scared on a higher line when they are not used to the 
height. I would recommend setting up waist high at first and then gradually go as high as your 
chest. It is also a good practice to set the line super low (like knee height) and practise feet 
jumps. I personally had to use a very low line to try basic stuff because anything higher was 
super scary for me. Having a line higher than you feel comfortable might be paralyzing in terms 
of fear. 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dpizx2bmAw0&t=312s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ql8eLdxnIjs&t=130s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ql8eLdxnIjs&t=130s


Make sure your line is not interfering with bicycles or pedestrians  
I normally train at a slackline park in Santa Monica, and you can’t imagine how many people 
and (especially kids) walk into the line. Tricklines are very thin and people don’t see them 
because they are barely visible from the side. You can always dangle a piece of clothing or 
anything from the line to make it more visible. This point sounds dumb but a bicyclist died hitting 
a line this way (though, the line was not near a path). 
 
Know how to de-tension your line 
I have seen so many beginners who didn’t know how to take their line down. Learn that before 
you need to actually do it. It is way different from setting the line up.  This VIDEO shows how to 
take down a line when it is set up with ratchets.  
 
 
Know your limits of helping someone else  
Tricklining is dangerous. How would you feel if somebody 
you are helping broke their wrist or twisted an ankle? 
Tricklining grown when people teach each other or train 
together, and that is a good thing! But it is important to 
remember that everybody has their own pace. Some 
people did martial arts for 10 years and are great at 
falling to the ground (safely, I mean). 
 
 If random people walking by want to try your line, 
normally it is safe to hold their hand and help them 
bounce for their first time on the line, but you don’t know 
their abilities. It takes just a blink of an eye for somebody 
to fall backwards. Don’t be afraid to say “Hey, it is harder than it looks. How about you try 
walking first?” And if there is a low walking slackline nearby they can have fun with that first. I 
personally like teaching people who are serious about learning. Since I am training at the beach 
there are a lot of tourists passing by. Many kids like to try but I normally ask them to bring their 
parents.  
 
But even with your training partners you need to be careful.  If you are more experienced people 
trust you and they sometimes don’t understand how dangerous it might be. Or maybe you can 
do this trick while drunk, blindfolded and wearing scuba gear, and you forgot what it is like to 
learn.  That said, it is great to have a training partner and to motivate each other to train. I feel 
that knowing your partner’s limits can create really realistic and fun goals in training.  
 
 
Know your own limits 
Tricklining is very exciting and that’s why we do it! Some people get too excited and try stuff 
they are not ready for. Injuries happen in training but the more you know your abilities and the 

https://www.upr.org/post/usu-student-dies-after-hitting-slackline-bike
https://www.upr.org/post/usu-student-dies-after-hitting-slackline-bike
https://youtu.be/ql8eLdxnIjs


more you understand when you are tired and losing focus the better you will be at avoiding 
them. If you are just starting out, coming back to training after a long break, or training at a new 
location, try to take it easy. It is better to take two more training sessions to get to try the trick 
rather than try it now and then be out for several weeks or months with an injury.  
 
 
Throw pad 
While trying tricks it helps if somebody throws a small pad under the line for you to land on. That 
way if you land wrong it wouldn’t be that dangerous and painful. It also takes a lot of fear away 
and makes you feel like a superhero! 
 
Health 
Tricklining is hard on your body, but especially your  hip 
flexors. Your psoas and iliacus muscles get really tight on 
the side of your front leg. My right leg is forward so my 
right hip flexors are tighter. There are different ways to 
relax them. You want to do that because tight hip flexors 
affect your lower back, your knee and your foot. They take 
your body out of alignment. Here is the simplest way to put 
your hip flexor muscles into a relaxed state:  

https://www.instagram.com/p/B9KQRXwHJjG/
https://www.instagram.com/p/B1Poak0DDLf/?igshid=10asattnfi5mf
https://www.instagram.com/p/B1Poak0DDLf/?igshid=10asattnfi5mf
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LOGISTICS 

“This is how to get it up” 
 
 
Sturdy bag, bag on wheels 
I’ve had many ridiculous carts I’ve used to carry gear to the beach. Once 
when I needed to bring two crash pads by metro I carried them on a gorilla 

cart. You might not want to go that far but having a 
sturdy bag for gear is essential because a trickline 
setup weighs a lot. You can also use a grocery 
bag on wheels and look like a grandma. 
 
 
 

 
Two-three people to tension 
Like a lot of activities, tricklining is more fun with other people. 
You can set up a trickline by yourself,  but you really need 2-3 
people to get the tension you need. It is not an easy task. I am 
using a pulley system and I love it but I need two additional 
people to tension it. 
 
Technically if you are using ratchets (I hate ratchets) you can 
manage to tension a line by yourself and try to adjust the line 
inside the ratchet by yourself as well. If you don’t adjust the 
line inside the ratchet then it will get jammed to one side and 
most likely will get damaged. So some people learn how to do 
it by themselves while cranking the ratchet if they don’t have 
other people around.  
 
During quarantine I used a small chain hoist to tension my 
pulley by myself,  which worked but took forever. Here is 
another idea for you about what gear to use to be able to 
tension the line by yourself.  
For this setup you will need a chain hoist. I used a 3 ton and it was so big but I think a 2 ton will 
work as well. You will also use a 2’’ line grip. So one side will look like this while you are 

https://www.linegrip.com/tricklinegrip-g2/


tensioning (Picture right) and then you take your chain hoist and the line grip out of the system 
and only a weblock will be left on this side. 
For the other side you will need a soft release (haha don’t forget it) to de-tension the line and I 
would use a ratchet in case you would want to add just a couple more “clicks” of tension to the 
line. I’d also put just the very end of the line into the ratchet so in case it would get damaged it 
wouldn’t be in the middle of the line. Downsides: it’s hard to get the tension right because you 
can’t bounce on the line with the line grip holding tension.   That means you have to eye-ball the 
tension, which is tricky.  Also a chain hoist is a heavy device to carry around. 
 
Extra pad 
If you are training over ground or even over sand bring an 
extra pad if you can. Let’s say you are working on a new trick 
and you’d want the line to be a little lower or you are showing 
how to bounce to a beginner. You can just throw a pad under 
the line.  
 
Sunscreen 
Tricklining is very exciting so you forget about everything, 
including that you are spending hours outside. You are lucky if you get to train in a gym. So 
bring sunscreen. 
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TRICKLINE ETIQUETTE 
“Don’t be THAT guy (or gal)” 

Tricklining feels better with a slack partner or a 
group of people:  a trickline setup is heavy, 
expensive, and setting up the line is tedious, 
so it makes sense to spread that out between 
a few friends. But it is a good idea to have your 
own set up so that training doesn’t feel like a 
one way street.  Imagine being that person 
who just helped rig, and now they are sitting 
around waiting for their turn!  With several rigs 
you can all rig together and then slack 
together.  Another benefit to having your own 
setup is that you can adjust the height of the 
line to your own needs and level of training.  
 
 
When you train with other people make sure you don’t spend too much time on the line or “hog 
the line”. Trickliners normally take turns while training to watch and encourage each other, but 
nobody wants to wait 10 minutes for a turn.  
 
I’ve mentioned this in the Safety section. Know your limit on teaching others. Don’t make 
somebody do something they are not ready for. Hold people’s hand, throw a mattress under the 
line for their landing, spot them and people will do the same for you! On the flip side of this, it is 
ok if your teachers or training partners are pushing you, but make sure someone isn’t pushing 
you too far! 
 

This idea goes the other way around too. 
Respect somebody’s athleticism, even if their 
ability to learn feels too slow for you. When I 
started tricklining at 32 years old without any 
sports background, everything seemed scary 
and hard and it still is. But at the same time I 
enjoy training and progressing the way I am 
doing it. It is hard not to get upset at yourself if 
you are progressing slower than you think you 
should. You need to remember tricklining is 
not an easy sport. A lot depends on your 



training conditions, how comfortable you are and if you feel safe, how often you train, how you 
train. Olga shares about her progress after landing her first butt flip in this VIDEO. 
 
Don’t put tricklines where you shouldn’t put them. It creates a bad impression of our sport and 
might be dangerous. For example don’t set up on weak trees, playground structures, across 
paths, etc. 
 
Since tricklining is still a young sport it is important to “spread the love”. Try to support 
somebody who is starting out even if it is just replying to a question about gear. Many people 
have confusion at first, some have no idea what to buy to start tricklining. Try to encourage 
people by commenting on their videos. It might be a little thing for you but it would mean the 
world to them. It is a rare occasion that professionals are rude but all the encouragement that a 
newbie gets means the world. For the most part the slacklining community is very friendly. Let’s 
keep it that way! Olga’s contribution to HowNOTtoTrickline series and this ebook is her way of 
spreading the love. 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://youtu.be/85pxvmNYi9Q
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IS IT TIGHT ENOUGH 
“Enough is enough” 

 
Here is probably one of the most important secrets for you: tighter is not always better. If you 
get the right combination of the length, height and tension for a trickline it will feel amazing. As I 
said before I would recommend the length of the line 65-100ft. The longer the line is the harder 
it is to control it for beginners and the more of a massive bounce it will give you. At first you 
should set up shorter and lower lines but then with more experience you can experiment. If you 
set up a higher line you can also make it looser because you won’t touch the ground while 
bouncing which is called bottoming out and it will feel amazingly soft. I love back bouncing on a 
slightly looser line. If you are using a shorter and lower line it will have to be pretty tight so you 
don’t touch the ground with your butt on every bounce but it will also be harder on your body 
and your butt.  
 
So the lower line normally has to be a bit tighter so you don’t touch the ground. Higher line can 
be super tight too but they can be looser and you would still have plenty of clearance. Normally 
when the line is loose it is harder to get air during the bounce but at the same time if the line 
slaps you it is not as painful as when the line is super tight. Professionals normally like their line 
tight because they need a good pop for bigger tricks.  
 
A good way to determine if the line is tight enough it is to flick it with your fingers and listen to 
the tone. You will learn what sounds “just right” and then you can always test it by bouncing to 
see how it feels. Don’t forget to backup the line first though before you test it! 
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PERFORMING 
“This is it! The moment you've been waiting for!” 

 
Congratulations, you've got yourself a gig performing! You're famous, they're gonna love you. 
Whether you've signed a one or several year contract, or just a one-off gig, you've got to make 
sure that you're prepared to both rig your trickline under sometimes extreme pressure and also 
present your work professionally - you aren't just doing what you love anymore, you're sharing it 
with an audience.  
 
Regardless of whether you are rigging your trickline in a circus tent, theater, amphitheatre, 
outdoors -you name it- you will likely be working with people who are not aware of the extreme 
amount of tension your apparatus will need. More importantly, if you are in a show with multiple 
acts, most of the time you won't actually be the one doing your own rigging during the show, so 
teaching strangers how to set up and break down your setup as quickly as possible between 
other acts in a way that is both safe for you and your slackline and equipment is of the utmost of 
importance. Most companies figure that some distance and two fixed points will do, so it is your 
job and responsibility before you slap that gorgeous John Hancock on any contract, to explain 
thoroughly the dimensions, equipment, tension that you require, including anything you'll need 
the company to provide if you are traveling (for example, do you know how hard it is to fly with 
A-frames or a 150lb winch? Doesn't exactly fit in the overhead bin.) Here's a quick horror story 
for you to understand why this is so important: I once signed a contract with one of the largest 
circus companies in the UK. I sent them photos and explanations of everything I needed. I arrive 
and the ring boys on the show had two flimsy *aluminium* A-frames for me. We had one day to 
build new ones and teach the team how to use them before the show opened. Don't let this 
happen to you. 
 
I've found that a photo diagram of the set up helps in my explanation. Here's a simple one I 
made in Microsoft Paint that I've used and works for me. (I prefer using a winch in my setup as it 
is the fastest I've found. I've gotten my full tension time down to about 16 seconds between acts 
and break down only 10 seconds.) (You'll need to create your own to fit your system.) 
 



 
 
The fact is, trickline is a relatively new sport and performance, and most people who hire you 
just do not understand what it is or what it takes to rig this safely, even if they think they do. The 
last thing you want is to be running onstage into the lights and music and praying that your 
A-frames won't melt into oblivion with your first bounce.  
 
The Performance 
 
This is it! The moment you've been waiting for! The spotlight is on you, your music is blaring, the 
people are clapping, and you...forget how to breathe. I'm not kidding, this may happen. 
Performing trickline is another beast than just training or enjoying it. The adrenaline is different 
and heightened, and you'll need to find a way to focus your mind and breath and center in order 
to even walk on the line. So slow down, remember the basics, focus on the fixed point, feel the 
music and you'll be fine. 
 
Another thing to remember is that most audiences have never even seen slackline before. So 
before you start opening your act up with fat double fronts, remember that they first need to SEE 
and understand what the slackline even is. Most everyone has seen a tightwire before, but this 
is different. It bounces. It has life. It's good to first let them wrap their mind around the apparatus 



before you show them what amazing things you can do on it. A good act should rise, starting 
with basics and of course ending with an exciting finale. Unless you're physically prepared to 
just rip huge combos for several minutes non-stop, and also do that with the adrenaline of 
having a live audience, you'll need to find ways to come off the slackline a bit and breathe. An 
audience needs that time to breathe too; to digest what they're experiencing, and appreciate 
your talent. Time moves differently when you're on stage. You'll almost always be going 10x 
faster than you feel you are. Slow down. Depending on how many shows you are doing per day, 
per contract, per week, etc you may not want to blow your load with all of your biggest tricks. 
Find something that feels physically doable and durable for you. Not to mention: 99.9% of the 
people in the audience won't even understand the difference between the levels of difficulty of 
your tricks. While another trickliner will know and appreciate and recognise each individual trick, 
people in the audience are going to be WOWed by anything you do and won't be any more or 
less impressed whether you're doing a triple full or just a 360°.  
"Yay he's bouncing and flipping around! Get a selfie with me and this popcorn!"  
Did you know that the human brain will not even comprehend what it just saw if it is something 
they haven't seen before and is too fast? It typically takes three repetitions for the brain to wrap 
itself around what it just saw and what it means. For example: a woman is hoola hooping. She 
nails an extremely difficult and fast maneuver that took her three years to master. Light claps 
from the audience. She holds the hoop up over her head and lets the hoop spin three times 
around her hand. The crowd goes wild. Keep that in mind as you're building your act.  
 
You've got the gig. Find your music, get yourself a costume or anything that heightens your look 
beyond just basic training clothes, find your breath... Now go out there and slay. 
 
** Since performing happens in many different settings it’s always good to have different ideas 
about how to rig. Here is a VIDEO about a semi permanent performing spot:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

https://youtu.be/gJrGQYunWe8
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COMPETING 
 
There are different types of competitions that take place in tricklining. The fullest list is published 
on www.slacklineinternational.org.  Dylon Lousberg is going to contribute to this chapter from his 
years of experience competing.  

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.slacklineinternational.org/
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WHO TO FOLLOW 

“Get Inspired by Rad People” 
 
Awesome Female Athletes 
 
@mao.fucchi 
@mioslack 
@akari__slack 
@mirai_slack 
@yukimi_slackline 
@koi_okazawa 
@giovannapetrucci 
@melina_hallart 
@llerliavicenta_s 
@giada_regoli 
@lollaslack 
@yehslacks 
@eileen_niederlova 
@valueriza 
@claire_slackline 
@bad_bad_bunny 
@kazuko24._.38 
@bara.kubatova 
@viirosseto 
@1995comaary 
@cocogiroslack 
@rosatokumoto_sla (she is not a trickliner but is worth following) 
 
Awesome Male Athletes 
 
@darllyon_araujo 
@choza_robles 
@embrayce_the_balance 
@slack.dylon 
@gabrielaglio 
@alissonabominavel 
@hendle_s 



@jaantastic 
@randleyfreitas 
@nakamurabros 
@kolyamba_gibbon 
@renzo.pipen 
@bennischmidslackliner 
@padrorafaelslackr 
@abraham_hernandezf 
@michaelmassivo 
@henriquesl4cker 
@felixbrodocz 
@zephgonzales 
@hake.eric 
@anjobemsouza 
@matsum0t0_rei 
@mikel_ros_slackliner 
@trickymickeywilson 
@recklessbenschneider 
@anthony_balance_ 
@igorzambelli 
@gibbon_haruki 
@nath_jacqu 
@mpurer 
@mariuskitowski 
@itsuki.hosoe 
@louis__boniface 
 
Groups and Companies 
 
@gibbonslacklines 
@slackline_international 
@slackrobats 
@slackindbrasil 
@nevesnafitaslackline 
@slacklineparkgambader 
@slacklinesicilia 
@slacklinestrojirna 
@slackind 
@tricklineacademy 
@trickline.uy 
@projetobemnafita 
 



Facebook Groups 
Most Popular: https://www.facebook.com/groups/slackchat/ 
Best Used Gear https://www.facebook.com/groups/SCUGL/ 
Local Southern California Groups:  

Los Angeles https://www.facebook.com/groups/242125682554703/  
San Diego https://www.facebook.com/groups/sdslacklining/  

 

Find a TON of Community stuff on our website at 
https://www.slackline.com/community  
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https://www.slackline.com/community
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TERMINOLOGY 
 
Butt bounce  
Bouncing on your butt on a trickline. Normally you have a preference of which leg is forward. I 
bounce with my right leg forward. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5GTgQtSr_3g 
 
Chest bounce 
Bouncing with your chest on a trickline. Normally when your right leg is forward on a line while 
sitting then your left leg would hook the line when you are on your chest. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KzQB9TThxMo 
 
Korean 
Is a term derived from the way Korean tightrope walkers bounce using their inner thigh with the 
tightrope between their legs.  
 
Dabbing  
Touching the ground with a foot during the bounce or landing to butt. It helps to stabilize when 
you are learning how to butt bounce or after landing on your butt after doing a trick. Normally 
during competitions dabbing reduces your scoring points. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rZiVtH5hvIQ 
 
Switch  
I butt bounce with my right leg forward, I ride goofy. So when I am doing a chest bounce I hook 
the line with my left leg. If I were to do it with my right then I would be “switch”. People who are 
considered switch don’t have to go over the line for a chest bounce. It is easier and less scary 
so some people learn that way and then get used to it. Sometimes though it is a preference 
because it feels better for them to do chest bounce the opposite way and there is nothing wrong 
with that. Sometimes people bounce let’s say with their right leg forward but go to feet with their 
left leg forward. It is a switch as well because they are switching feet. 
https://www.instagram.com/hendle_s/ 
 
Tension, crank, a couple more clicks 
Tensioning a line is making a trickline tight and bouncy using ratchets or a pulley system or as 
we learned a chain hoist. Cranking is referring to a ratchet. It is using a ratchet to tension the 
line. “A couple more clicks” is the most used phrase by any trickliner using ratchets to refer to or 
ask for more tension. When you are done tensioning the line and the first person bounces on it 
the line loses some of the tension. That is usually when you will hear, “It needs a couple more 
clicks”. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ql8eLdxnIjs&t=130s 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5GTgQtSr_3g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KzQB9TThxMo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rZiVtH5hvIQ
https://www.instagram.com/hendle_s/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ql8eLdxnIjs&t=130s


 
Soft release/ slow release 
A device used to de-tension the line after your training session. Since tricklines are tensioned to 
around 16KN it’s not a good idea to just pop (or snap) the ratchet because it is under a massive 
amount of tension. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ql8eLdxnIjs&t=130s 
 
Pop or Snap the ratchet 
Not the best way to release tension from a trickline before taking the line down. It is done by 
bringing the ratchet’s handle open at 180 degrees. The release causes a very loud noise like a 
gunshot and sometimes causes sparks to fly around.  
 
Bail out 
To fall over your head to the other side of the line after a butt bounce (the opposite side to 
where your feet are while butt bouncing). Let’s say my legs are on the left side of the line so I 
would bail out to the right side of the line. It looks like a backflip off the line. It is normally used to 
bail if you landed too far with your butt to the other side, for me it would be to the right. It is 
normally very scary for beginners. It took for me around 4 years to get rid of fear towards this 
but normally it takes much less for others. This “trick” is taught to people so they can avoid 
falling on their head if they need to bail to the other side of the line. 
https://www.instagram.com/p/B295AqInbef/?igshid=jv5rrtz7b0b2 (the end of this video) 
 
Slackline pad 
A piece of foam wrapped around the line to make the line feel soft. It is good to learn how to 
initially butt bounce and later for landing on the line while learning certain tricks. It helps to not 
get hurt as much. It was invented by me and Kirill Semenov after getting the idea from 
trampolinists throwing a pad onto the tramp while learning scary tricks. It is used all over the 
world now and I am very proud of it because it saves so many people from unnecessary pain. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=coW0vcJmH4Q  
 
Slackrifice 
The term is related to the word sacrifice with the additional “slack” part. It means that you have 
to go through pain while learning tricklining or slacklining in general. I think you can avoid 
slackrifice using proper protection. It is also widely and proudly used on instagram as a hashtag.  
 
Throw pad 
A small light pad thrown between you and the line when you are learning a trick. It is used to 
avoid unnecessary slaps or scrapes by the line. Since it takes a lot of fear away it works really 
well in training. The only downfall you’ll need a thrower who can do it on time for you. 
https://www.instagram.com/p/B9KQRXwHJjG/?igshid=ing6jbfgsdg8 
 
Bottom out 
Touching the ground with your butt or chest while bouncing because the line is too loose or low.  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ql8eLdxnIjs&t=130s
https://www.instagram.com/p/B295AqInbef/?igshid=jv5rrtz7b0b2&fbclid=IwAR0CXv1ff6AQVq6afIE4TCzI2ZF1mUQ9mdhTgkhh4I-VWbUZef2tInqVZpI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=coW0vcJmH4Q


CREDITS AND COPYRIGHTS 
 

This ebook was written and headed up by Olga Henry!  
@olga.hen ry     &     Olga's Youtube Channel 

 
At the age of 27 Olga Henry moved to the 
United states from her home country of 
Russia. Now residing in Los Angeles, 
California she has based her lifestyle 
around the sport of tricklining. Despite 
starting her career as a trickliner later than 
when the average person gets into the 
sport she has gone on to earn herself 
accolades that speak for themselves. She 
competed at the Full Combo World Cup in 
Japan, as well as international competitions 
in Brazil, Chile, the United States, and even 
performed in China.  

 
Olga is known for bringing a creative approach to tricklining, she may be the first to walk a 
slackline in ballet shoes, 2 years into tricklining in 2017 she set the Guinness World record for 
the fastest 10 meter walk on a slackline en pointe. In 2019 she went on to earn herself another 
Guinness world record for the most butt bounces in high heels on a slackline in one minute. 
Now 5 years into her career Olga is focused on continuing to improve her abilities and build 
tricklining into a bigger sport through social media, as well as inspiring others to push their own 
limits no matter what their age is.  

 
 

Amelia Van Brunt 
@bad_bad_bunny is a professional 
and award-winning circus performer, ringmaster 
and character MC, clown, actor, teacher and 
makeup artist. Amelia trained at the prestigious 
Dell'Arte International School of Physical 
Theater, taught at the San Francisco Circus 
Center, and has performed slackline and 
clowning on some of the largest circus stages 

across the globe.  She wrote the “Performing” section in this ebook! 

https://www.instagram.com/olga.henry/
https://www.instagram.com/olga.henry/
http://www.youtube.com/c/OlgaHenry
https://www.instagram.com/bad_bad_bunny/


 

The artwork used in this tutorial was done by BADLINERS and is licensed under the 
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International License. To view 
a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ or send a letter to 
Creative Commons, PO Box 1866, Mountain View, CA 94042, USA. 
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ 
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